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Abstract: Tensor models, generalization of matrix models, are studied aiming for quan-
tum gravity in dimensions larger than two. Among them, the canonical tensor model is
formulated as a totally constrained system with first-class constraints, the algebra of which
resembles the Dirac algebra of general relativity. When quantized, the physical states are
defined to be vanished by the quantized constraints. In explicit representations, the con-
straint equations are a set of partial differential equations for the physical wave-functions,
which do not seem straightforward to be solved due to their non-linear character. In this
paper, after providing some explicit solutions for N = 2, 3, we show that certain scale-free
integration of partition functions of statistical systems on random networks (or random
tensor networks more generally) provides a series of solutions for general N . Then, by
generalizing this form, we also obtain various solutions for general N . Moreover, we show
that the solutions for the cases with a cosmological constant can be obtained from those
with no cosmological constant for increased N . This would imply the interesting possibil-
ity that a cosmological constant can always be absorbed into the dynamics and is not an
input parameter in the canonical tensor model. We also observe the possibility of symme-
try enhancement in N = 3, and comment on an extension of Airy function related to the
solutions.
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1 Introduction
Tensor models were initially introduced as models for quantum gravity in D > 2 dimen-
sions [1–3], by generalizing the matrix models [4], which are known to consistently describe
the D = 2 dimensional quantum gravity. The main idea of the tensor models was that
the Feynman diagrams obtained via perturbative treatment of the tensor models could
be identified with the dual diagrams of simplicial manifolds for D > 2 dimensions, the
summation of which would evaluate in a continuum limit the geometric sum in Euclidean
quantum gravity. However, these original tensor models were unsuccessful due to singular
or un-oriented Feynman diagrams [2, 5], and also it was not clear how to take continuum
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limits, because of the absence of 1/N expansions,1 which played essential roles in taking
the continuum limits of the matrix models. This situation has been drastically changed by
the advent of the colored tensor models [6]. The colored tensor models have a one-to-one
correspondence between the Feynman diagrams and pseudo-simplicial manifolds, and also
have 1/N expansions, the leading terms of which are composed of melonic diagrams [7].
The melonic diagrams correspond to simplicial manifolds with spherical topology, but are
geometrically singular [7–9]. Therefore it seems important to modify the leading order or
to include higher order 1/N corrections to obtain continuum limits of physical interests
as in the matrix models. A number of efforts are currently being made in these direc-
tions [10–19]. The colored tensor models have also stimulated the developments of the
renormalization group procedure of group field theories [20–30], which are tensor models
with group-valued indices [31, 32] and are studied extensively in the context of the loop
quantum gravity [33–35].
The developments above of tensor models concern the Euclidean case. In quantum
gravity with geometric fluctuations, it would be unclear whether the time-like direction
can be treated in the same way as the other space-like directions, which is the standard
procedure with Wick rotation in field theories on flat space-times. In fact, in the dynamical
triangulation model of quantum gravity, it has been shown that simplicial complexes which
can be regarded as smooth space-times in global scale dominate in Causal Dynamical
Triangulation [36], while Dynamical Triangulation, the original Euclidean model, does not
seem successful in this respect.2 Inspired by this fact, one of the present authors proposed
Hamilton formalism of tensor models, dubbed the canonical tensor model in short [39–41].3
This model has a canonical conjugate pair of three-index tensors as dynamical variables,
and is formulated as a totally constrained system with first-class constraints, the algebra
of which resembles that of the ADM formalism [43, 44] of general relativity. A number
of intriguing results have been obtained so far in this direction: there exists a formal
continuum limit in which the first-class constraint algebra agrees with that of the ADM
formalism [39], the model is unique under some physically reasonable assumptions [40], the
constraints can consistently be quantized to form a first-class quantized constraint algebra
with no anomaly [45], locality is favored at least for N = 2 in the physical wave-function
satisfying the quantized constraints [45], the N = 1 case classically agrees with the mini-
superspace approximation of general relativity [46], and the model with N = 2 has intimate
relations with Ising model on random networks [47, 48].
While the above results suggest that the canonical tensor model can be an inter-
esting model of quantum gravity, a major question on the validity of the model would
be whether its quantum dynamics can produce an object like space-time. This question
may be answered by studying the physical states (or physical wave-functions in explicit
representations) which satisfy the quantized first-class constraints of the canonical tensor
1N denotes the dimension of the vector space associated to the indices of vectors, matrices and tensors
in this paper. Namely, an index runs through 1, 2, · · · , N .
2When coupling many U(1)-fields, the authors in [37] found a promise of a phase transition higher than
first order, which, however, is in conflict with the result in [38].
3An operator formalism of group field theories has been developed in [42].
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model.4 This is rather a difficult task due to the non-linear character of the quantized
constraints and so far has been solved only in the case of N = 2 [45]. On the other hand,
the previous paper [47] implies the intimate relations between the canonical tensor model
and statistical systems on random networks [48, 49]. In fact, the present paper successfully
constructs physical wave-functions satisfying the quantized constraints, general for arbi-
trary integer N , in terms of scale free integration of “grand-type” partition functions of
statistical systems on random networks (or rather random tensor networks as we will see).
We also obtain other physical wave-functions either by generalizing them for any N or by
explicitly solving the differential equations representing the constraints for N = 2, 3. The
following two properties of the solutions suggest physically interesting directions of future
study. One is that the wave-functions can have peaks at configurations where symmetries
are enhanced. This is explicitly observed for N = 3, and we expect this to be true also
for higher N . In future study, this feature may provide a clue as to why our universe is
isotropic and homogenous at large scales. We also find that the physical wave-functions
satisfying the constraints for N = m with a cosmological constant can be obtained by re-
stricting the domains of those for N = m+1 with no cosmological constant. This suggests
that, in the canonical tensor model, a cosmological constant is not an input parameter,
but rather a part of dynamics. This would provide an interesting clue to the problem of
the cosmological constant in future study.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we recapitulate the canonical ten-
sor model and its quantized constraints with a cosmological constant. A classification of
physical states in terms of their kinematical and dynamical natures is introduced. In sec-
tion 3, we obtain the physical wave-functions satisfying the quantized constraints for N = 2
generally with a cosmological constant by explicitly writing down and solving the partial
differential equations. In section 4, we obtain physical wave-functions on a Z3 symmetric
subspace of the configuration space in the case of N = 3 generally with a cosmological
constant. We find that the wave-functions can have peaks at configurations with enhanced
symmetries. In section 5, we construct physical wave-functions for general N with no
cosmological constant in terms of scale free integration of partition functions of statistical
systems on random networks. In section 6, we obtain physical wave-functions with simpler
expressions by generalizing the result in section 5. In section 7, we explicitly evaluate the
wave-functions in section 6 for N = 1, 2 to check the validity of the expressions. In section 8
and 9, we work in a momentum representation and obtain other physical wave-functions for
the case of no cosmological constant and general N . We also obtain other types of physical
wave-functions in terms of integration over matrix and tensor variables. In section 10, we
obtain physical wave-functions for general N with a cosmological constant by generalizing
the results in section 8. We find that these wave-functions for N = m can be obtained by
restricting the domains of the wave-functions for N = m+1 with no cosmological constant.
A general theorem of this aspect is given in section 11. Finally, section 12 is devoted to
summary and discussions.
4In analogy with Hamilton formalism of general relativity, the quantized constraint equations and the
physical wave-functions respectively correspond to the Wheeler-DeWitt equations and the Wheeler-DeWitt
wave-functions [50].
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2 Canonical tensor model
The canonical tensor model has been introduced as a theory of dynamical fuzzy spaces [39–
41, 45], aiming to construct a quantum theory of gravity. First of all, the fuzzy space is
an extended notion of space defined by a set of functions, fa (a = 1, 2, · · · , N), and the
product of such functions:
fa ⋆ fb =Mab
cfc, (2.1)
where Mab
c is a three-index tensor characterizing the fuzzy space. For instance, in the case
of ordinary d-dimensional Euclidean space, (2.1) is given by
fz1 ⋆ fz2 = δ
d(z1 − z2)fz1 . (2.2)
Here fz can be expressed by a d-dimensional delta function, fz = δ
d(x−z) where x, z ∈ Rd.
This implies that points in Euclidean space correspond to functions, fz’s. As the three-
index tensor is a delta function, distant points (functions) are independent. One can extend
this notion of localized points to non-local “fuzzy” ones using a non-trivial three-index
tensor, Mab
c. Therefore, in general a fuzzy space is non-local and can be of any dimension.
In the canonical tensor model, in order to define the physics controlling the dynamics, two
external conditions are imposed [51]. These are the reality conditions given by
f∗a = fa, (fa ⋆ fb)
∗ = fb ⋆ fa, (2.3)
where ∗ means complex conjugation, and the trace-like property of the inner product,
〈fa|fb ⋆ fc〉 = 〈fa ⋆ fb|fc〉 = 〈fc ⋆ fa|fb〉, (2.4)
where the inner product, 〈fa|fb〉, has been chosen to be real, symmetric and bilinear. If one
initially sets the inner product to be positive-definite, one can choose an orthonormal basis:
〈fa|fb〉 = δab, (2.5)
by a real linear transformation preserving the two conditions stated in (2.3) and (2.4). This
choice of orthonormal basis in (2.5) allows to rewrite (2.1) in the following form:
Mabc = 〈fa ⋆ fb|fc〉 =Mabd〈fd|fc〉. (2.6)
Using the three-index tensor Mabc from (2.6), it is possible to extract the dynamics of the
fuzzy space under the imposed conditions stated in (2.3) and (2.4). The inner product
in (2.5) is O(N) invariant, which appears in the transformations of M as
M ′abc = La
dLb
eLc
fMdef , L ∈ O(N). (2.7)
This symmetry serves as a kinematical symmetry of the canonical tensor model. The
two conditions, (2.3) and (2.4), lead to the generalized hermiticity condition of the three-
index tensor:
Mabc =Mbca =Mcab =M
∗
bac =M
∗
acb =M
∗
cba. (2.8)
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The canonical tensor model stands on the position such that space-time would be a time
evolution of the dynamical fuzzy space satisfying (2.3) and (2.4), or equivalently the gener-
alized hermiticity condition, (2.8). This can be realized in analogy with the ADM formalism
of general relativity [43, 44]. In the ADM formalism of general relativity, one considers
the 4-dimensional space-time as a time propagation (history) of the 3-dimensional spatial
hyper-surface, or in other words, parametrizes the metric in terms of non-dynamical fields,
N , N i (i = 1, 2, 3), and dynamical spatial metric, hij :
ds2 = −N2dt2 + hij(N idt+ dxi)(N jdt+ dxj). (2.9)
Then one converts the Einstein-Hilbert action into the Hamiltonian using the spatial metric,
hij , and its conjugate momentum, p
ij , as phase-space variables. As a result of general
covariance, the Hamiltonian can be written as a linear combination of constraints:
HADM =
∫
d3x
[
N(x)H(x) +N i(x)Hi(x)
]
, (2.10)
where H and Hi are the generators of temporal and spatial diffeomorphism, respectively.
They are constraints, classified as the first class following Dirac’s theory of constrained
systems. In fact, the constrains form a closed algebra. The canonical tensor model has
been constructed in the same spirt of the ADM formalism, i.e., considering the three-
index tensor,Mabc, and its conjugate momentum, Pabc, as dynamical phase-space variables,
with the model being introduced as a totally constrained Hamiltonian system. One can
construct the generators corresponding to the O(N)-kinematical symmetry, (2.7), playing
a similar role as the spatial diffeomorphism in general relativity, and remarkably one can
uniquely determine the analogue of the temporal diffeomorphism of general relativity, under
reasonable assumptions requiring closed constraint algebra, cubic terms at most, invariance
under the time-reversal symmetry and connectivity [40].
In this paper we are interested in quantizing the canonical tensor model started in [45].
In the quantum version, one replaces the dynamical variableMabc and its conjugate by cor-
responding operators Mˆabc and its conjugate partner, respectively. This will be explained
later in more detail. Besides, we especially consider the minimal version of the canonical
tensor model dubbed minimal model [41], defined by a canonical conjugate pair of real and
symmetric tensors, (Mˆabc, Pˆabc),
Mˆabc = Mˆ
†
abc = Mˆbca = Mˆcab = Mˆbac = Mˆacb = Mˆbca, and similarly for Pˆabc, (2.11)
which satisfy the following commutation relations:
[Mˆabc, Pˆdef ] =
i
6
∑
σ
δaσ(d)δbσ(e)δcσ(f), [Mˆabc, Mˆdef ] = [Pˆabc, Pˆdef ] = 0, (2.12)
where the summation over σ implies that over all the permutations of d, e, f . As the
minimal model has less degrees of freedom, its quantization is easier to perform and the
algebra is more tractable compared to the non-minimal version of the canonical tensor
model. However the minimal model is still complicated enough to capture the non-trivial
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physics of the system. It therefore becomes a good theoretical laboratory to gain expertise
and maturity in the subject (see, say [45]). The quantum dynamics of the minimal model
can be described through the Hamiltonian operator [45],
Hˆ = NaHˆa +N[ab]Jˆ[ab], (2.13)
where Na and N[ab] are Lagrange multipliers, and
Hˆa = 1
2
(
PˆabcPˆbdeMˆcde − λMˆabb + iλH Pˆabb
)
, λH =
(N + 2)(N + 3)
12
(2.14)
Jˆ[ab] =
1
4
(
PˆacdMˆbcd − PˆbcdMˆacd
)
. (2.15)
Here summing over repeated indices is implied, while the symbol [ab] refers to anti-
symmetry of indices such that Jˆ[ab] = −Jˆ[ba]. Ingredients appearing in (2.13) are explained
in order: Jˆ[ab] serve as the generator of the O(N)-kinematical symmetry, (2.7), and Hˆa
is the generator of the symmetry analogous to the temporal diffeomorphism in general
relativity; they are first class constraints and form a closed constraint algebra:
[Hˆ(ξ1), Hˆ(ξ2)] = i
6
Jˆ
(
[ξˆ1, ξˆ2] + 2λ[ξ1, ξ2]
)
,
[Jˆ (η), Hˆ(ξ)] = i
6
Hˆ (ηξ) , (2.16)
[Jˆ (η1), Jˆ (η2)] = i
6
Jˆ ([η1, η2]) ,
where Hˆ(ξ) = ξaHˆa, Jˆ (η) = η[ab]Jˆ[ab] and ξˆab = Pˆabcξc; [ , ] denotes the matrix commutator
for ξˆi, and [ξ1, ξ2][ab] = ξ
1
aξ
2
b − ξ2aξ1b . Note that this is not a Lie algebra with structure
constants, but has non-linear structures as on the right-hand side of the first line. Following
the standard nomenclature, we call Jˆ[ab] and Hˆa momentum and Hamiltonian constraints,
respectively. λH is a real constant introduced by the operator ordering and has been fixed
by imposing the hermiticity of Hˆa, while λ is a real undetermined constant which we call
cosmological constant. The last physical naming can be justified by its role in comparison
with the mini-superspace approximation of general relativity [46]. It is worth to recall that,
in the case of hermite tensors (2.8), the cosmological constant term is prohibited by the
consistency of the constraint algebra [40], while this term is allowed for the minimal case
as above.
In the case when λ = 0, one can consistently incorporate the dilation generator to the
Hamiltonian operator as Hˆ → Hˆ + NDˆ, where N is the Lagrange multiplier and Dˆ in
operator form is given by [41],
Dˆ = 1
6
(
PˆabcMˆabc + iλD
)
. (2.17)
Here λD is a constant introduced by the operator ordering, and can be fixed as
λD =
N(N + 1)(N + 2)
12
(2.18)
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by imposing the hermiticity of Dˆ. The constraint algebra remains closed even with the
inclusion of the dilation generator, as can be seen for λ = 0 from the following,
[Dˆ, Hˆ(ξ)] = i
6
Hˆ(ξ),
[Dˆ, Jˆ (η)] = 0. (2.19)
However, we will not use this dilation generator as a genuine generator but merely as a
mathematical tool for simplifying the process to find a solution to the constraint equations
introduced below.
In the following sections, we will find the physical states satisfying the constraints,
HˆaΨ = Jˆ[ab]Ψ = 0. (2.20)
Note that here we do not impose the Dˆ constraint to define the physical states. For later
convenience, we introduce the M -representation of Pˆabc and the P -representation of Mˆabc
as follows:
Pˆabc =− iDMabc = −i∆(abc)
∂
∂Mabc
, Mˆabc = iD
P
abc = i∆(abc)
∂
∂Pabc
,
∆(abc) =


1, for a = b = c,
1
3
, for a = b 6= c, b = c 6= a, c = a 6= b,
1
6
, for a 6= b, b 6= c, c 6= a,
(2.21)
where M and P are the eigenvalues of Mˆ and Pˆ , respectively, and DM,Pabc are rescaled
partial differentials satisfying
DMabcMdef = D
P
abcPdef =
1
6
∑
σ
δaσ(d)δbσ(e)δcσ(f). (2.22)
Finally, let us introduce a classification of the physical states in two types in the case
with no cosmological constant, λ = 0. In this case, from (2.14), the Hamiltonian constraints
can be rewritten in a form,
Hˆa = 1
2
PˆabcJˆ(bc), (2.23)
where
Jˆ(ab) =
1
2
(
PˆacdMˆbcd + PˆbcdMˆacd
)
+ iλHδab (2.24)
with the round brackets of (ab) symbolically representing the symmetric feature of the two
indices. Then, the solutions to the constraints can be classified into the following two types,
Kinematical: Jˆ(ab)Ψ = Jˆ[ab]Ψ = 0, (2.25)
Dynamical: HˆaΨ = Jˆ[ab]Ψ = 0, ∃Jˆ(ab)Ψ 6= 0, (2.26)
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The naming of “kinematical” comes from the fact that the operators, Jˆ(ab) and Jˆ[ab],
form a gl(N) Lie algebra. This is a linear Lie algebra with structure constants, and such
kinematical physical states would reflect only the kinematical characters rather than the
dynamics of the canonical tensor model. A naive expectation is that physically interesting
dynamics is caused by the non-linear features of the constraint algebra (2.16) with structure
functions,5 as in general relativity. From this viewpoint, the dynamical states would be of
more importance. From (2.24), a necessary condition for a kinematical state, which is a
convenient criterion in subsequent analysis, is given by
[
PˆabcMˆabc + iNλH
]
Ψ = 0. (2.27)
In the P and M representations, this criterion is respectively represented as
(
PabcD
P
abc +NλH
)
Ψ(P ) = 0, (2.28)[
MabcD
M
abc +
(N − 1)N(N + 2)
12
]
Ψ(M) = 0. (2.29)
3 N = 2 model
In this section we will consider the case of N = 2 tensor model both with and without a
cosmological constant. In either case, we will explicitly solve the constraint equations (2.20)
to find the physical wave-function.
3.1 Case without a cosmological constant
In this subsection we consider the N = 2 canonical tensor model with no cosmological con-
stant, thereby setting λ = 0. In this model, in the P -representation, there are 4 independent
variables, {P111, P112, P122, P222}. On the other hand, the constraint equations (2.20) give
only three independent first order partial differential equations:
Hˆ1Ψ(P ) = Hˆ2Ψ(P ) = Jˆ[12]Ψ(P ) = 0 . (3.1)
This implies that the most general solution to (3.1) can be written with an arbitrary
function of a single variable. In order to find this, we first consider a solution on a two-
dimensional subspace, and then write it in an O(2)-invariant form to extend it on the
whole space.
We start by introducing a 2-dimensional subspace (or a gauge choice with respect to
J[12] and D) in the P -representation:
P111 = 1, P112 = 0, P122 = x1, P222 = x2, (3.2)
5It would be more appropriate to call them “structure operators”, since we are considering the quantized
case.
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where x1, x2 are the variables parameterizing the subspace. In this 2-dimensional subspace,
the constraint equations (3.1) are given by
Hˆ1Ψ ∝
[
3
∂
∂P111
+ x1(1 + 2x1)
∂
∂x1
+ 3x1x2
∂
∂x2
+ 5(1 + x1)
]
Ψ = 0, (3.3)
Hˆ2Ψ ∝
[
x1(1 + 2x1)
∂
∂P112
+ 3x1x2
∂
∂x1
+ 3(x1
2 + x2
2)
∂
∂x2
+ 5x2
]
Ψ = 0, (3.4)
Jˆ[12]Ψ ∝
[
(1− 2x1) ∂
∂P112
− x2 ∂
∂x1
+ 3x1
∂
∂x2
]
Ψ = 0 . (3.5)
By using (3.5), we remove ∂/∂P112 from (3.4), which is a direction straying away from the
subspace (3.2). This gives us the following equation,[
4x1x2(x1 − 1) ∂
∂x1
+ 3(4x1
3 + 2x1x2
2 − x22) ∂
∂x2
+ 5x2(2x1 − 1)
]
Ψ = 0. (3.6)
In fact, a solution to (3.6) has been found in [45]:6
Ψ =
√
4x13 + x22
x12(x1 − 1)2 . (3.7)
Then, the general solution to (3.6) is given by
Ψ = f(x1, x2)
√
4x13 + x22
x12(x1 − 1)2 , (3.8)
where f(x1, x2) satisfies the homogeneous part of (3.6), i.e.,[
4x1x2(x1 − 1) ∂
∂x1
+ 3(4x1
3 + 2x1x2
2 − x22) ∂
∂x2
]
f = 0. (3.9)
This implies that f is constant along the characteristics,
dx2
dx1
=
3(4x1
3 + 2x1x2
2 − x22)
4x1x2(x1 − 1) . (3.10)
This can be solved to obtain,
c0 =
(4x1
3 + x2
2)4
x16(1− x1)6 , (3.11)
where c0 is a constant. Therefore, we get the following result,
f(x1, x2) = g
(
(4x1
3 + x2
2)4
x16(1− x1)6
)
, (3.12)
where g(z) is an arbitrary function of z. This solution can be written in an O(2)-invariant
form. As demonstrated in [45], on the 2-dimensional subspace (3.2), one can explicitly
check that
A(P ) = ǫacǫbdǫegǫfhǫe′g′ǫf ′h′PaefPbghPce′f ′Pdg′h′ = −2(4x13 + x22), (3.13)
B(P ) = PacdPbdePbefPafc − PacdPbdePaefPbfc = 2(1− x1)2x12, (3.14)
6This is the exact solution of the N = 2 canonical tensor model incorporating also the dilation con-
straint (2.17). However, (3.7) of course satisfies (3.6) in the present case.
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where ǫ12 = −ǫ21 = 1, ǫ11 = ǫ22 = 0. Therefore, one can extend the solution above to an
O(2)-invariant form:
Ψ(P ) = g
(
A(P )4
B(P )3
) √
A(P )
B(P )
. (3.15)
In fact, one can explicitly check that (3.15) solves (3.1) on the whole space. Since the
solution (3.15) contains an arbitrary function of a single variable, g(z), it should be the
most general solution to (3.1).
Let us classify the general solution (3.15) into the kinematical and dynamical solutions
discussed in the last of section 2. The necessary criterion (2.28) for a kinematical solution
requires that a wave-function be a homogenous function of P with degree −NλH = −103 .
This determines g(z) = z−
1
3 , and therefore,
Ψkin(P ) = A(P )
− 5
6 . (3.16)
In fact, one can explicitly check that, not only the necessary criterion, but also the full
conditions for a kinematical state, Jˆ(ab)Ψkin = 0, are satisfied by (3.16). Then, the other
wave-functions than (3.16) are the dynamical ones. This in turn implies that the potential
singularities at B(P ) = 0 of the general wave-function (3.15) are purely of dynamical origin.
As was argued in [45], the configurations satisfying B(P ) = 0 are those of maximal locality.
This would mean that the non-linear character of the constraints is essentially important
in the emergence of locality in the canonical tensor model.
The characteristics of the configurations satisfying A(P ) = 0, which are of kinematical
origin as shown above, can be discussed in terms of the fuzzy space interpretation presented
in section 2. Let us consider the following condition:
vavbPabc = 0, (3.17)
where v is a non-vanishing vector. Then, in the gauge (3.2), one can easily show that such a
non-vanishing v exists, if and only if 4x31+x
2
2 = 0, which exactly corresponds to A(P ) = 0.
In the fuzzy space interpretation of the canonical tensor model explained in section 2, the
“points” in a fuzzy space, fa’s, are assumed to form an algebra,
7
fa ⋆ fb = Pabcfc. (3.18)
Thus the condition (3.17) implies that a “point”, f = vafa, satisfies
f ⋆ f = 0. (3.19)
Therefore, A(P ) = 0 has the meaning that there exists a “point”, f , with the property of
a Grassmann number. We will see in section 4.1 that configurations with the same nature
appear as potential singularities also in the case of N = 3.
7Here we do not care about which of M or P defines the fuzzy space algebra. At present, we have no
good argument to determine which choice is more proper.
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3.2 Case with a cosmological constant
We now consider the N = 2 tensor model with a cosmological constant. Since the cor-
responding constraint equations are more involved and finding the most general solution
does not seem straightforward on first sight, we will first solve them on a subspace invari-
ant under a Z2 transformation. We will then extend the solution over the whole space by
finding an O(2) invariant expression. The reason why we consider in this subsection such
a symmetric subspace rather than (3.2) is that the equations are simplified because of the
symmetry and a similar procedure as below can also be applied to the case of N = 3 as in
section 4.
The subspace we consider is parameterized by
P111 = P222 = y1, P112 = P221 = y2, (3.20)
which are the fixed points of the Z2 transformation permuting the index set, {1, 2}. The
method of characteristics employed in section 3.1 reduces the problem of solving the set
of the first-order partial differential equations representing the constraints to solving the
ordinary first-order differential equations along the flows generated by the constraints. An
infinitesimal variation of Pˆ generated by the constraints is given by
δPˆabc = i
[
Pˆabc, ξdHˆd + η[de]Jˆ[de]
]
, (3.21)
where ξ and η are infinitesimal parameters. One can easily show that the infinitesimal
variation (3.21) goes out of the subspace (3.20), unless we require
ξ1 = ξ2 = ξ , η[ab] = 0 . (3.22)
This requirement in turn determines the constraint equations on the Z2 subspace as(
Hˆ1 + Hˆ2
)
Ψλ = 0 , (3.23)
where Ψλ is an wave-function. By noting that
∂
∂y1
=
2∑
a=1
∂
∂Paaa
,
∂
∂y2
=
2∑
a,b=1
a 6=b
∂
∂Pabb
, (3.24)
Eq. (3.23) becomes[
3
(
y1
2 + 2y2
2 + y1y2 − λ
) ∂
∂y1
+
(
7y2
2 + 5y1y2 − λ
) ∂
∂y2
+ 10 (y1 + y2)
]
Ψλ = 0. (3.25)
From the result of section 3.1, we know that the solution for λ = 0 is given
by (3.15) with
A(y) = −2(y1 + 3y2)(y1 − y2)3, (3.26)
B(y) =
[
2
√
2(y1 − y2)y2
]2
, (3.27)
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where A(y), B(y) have been obtained by putting (3.20) to (3.13) and (3.14), respectively.
In fact, A(y), B(y) satisfy the following peculiar properties,
O0A(y) = 12(y1 + y2)A(y), (3.28)
O0B(y) = 16(y1 + y2)B(y), (3.29)
where O0 = Oλ=0 with Oλ defined by the derivative part of (3.25),
Oλ = 3
(
y1
2 + 2y2
2 + y1y2 − λ
) ∂
∂y1
+
(
7y2
2 + 5y1y2 − λ
) ∂
∂y2
. (3.30)
This means that (3.25) with λ = 0 can be rewritten as a partial differential equation with
variables A,B rather than y1, y2, because, from the Leibniz rule,
[O0 + 10 (y1 + y2)] Ψ(y) =
[
(O0A) ∂
∂A
+ (O0B) ∂
∂B
+ 10 (y1 + y2)
]
Ψ(A,B)
= (y1 + y2)
[
12A
∂
∂A
+ 16B
∂
∂B
+ 10
]
Ψ(A,B) = 0. (3.31)
When A,B are regarded as variables, the expression (3.15) is indeed the most general
solution to the simple partial differential equation in the last line. Therefore, if we keep
the properties (3.28) and (3.29) for general λ, the solution to (3.25) is simply given by
the same expression as (3.15) with proper replacements of A(y) and B(y). Namely, the
solution is given by
Ψλ(y) = g
(
Aλ(y)
4
Bλ(y)3
) √
Aλ(y)
Bλ(y)
, (3.32)
where g(z) is an arbitrary function, and Aλ(y), Bλ(y) must be determined through
OλAλ(y)
Aλ(y)
=
O0A(y)
A(y)
, similarly for Bλ(y). (3.33)
It does not seem always guaranteed that one can obtain the solutions of Aλ(y), Bλ(y)
to (3.33) in simple expressions. But, rather miraculously, we obtain
Aλ(y) = −2(y1 + 3y2)(y1 − y2)3 + 4λ(y1 + y2)2 − 20λ(y1 − y2)y2 − λ2, (3.34)
Bλ(y) =
[
2
√
2(y1 − y2)y2 −
√
2
4
λ
]2
. (3.35)
The reason why we get such simple expressions even for general λ is probably related with
what will be discussed in section 11.
The solution in the whole space can simply be obtained by finding the O(2)-invariant
expressions of Aλ(y), Bλ(y):
Ψλ(P ) = g
(
Aλ(P )
4
Bλ(P )3
) √
Aλ(P )
Bλ(P )
, (3.36)
Aλ(P ) = I2(P )− 5
√
2λI1(P ) + 2λI3(P )− λ2, (3.37)
Bλ(P ) =
[
I1(P )−
√
2
4
λ
]2
, (3.38)
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where
I1(P ) =
1√
2
ǫi1i2ǫi3i4Pi1i3jPi2i4j , (3.39)
I2(P ) = ǫj1l1ǫj2l2ǫi1i2ǫi3i4Pi1i3j1Pi2i4j2ǫk1k2ǫk3k4Pk1k3l1Pk2k4l2 , (3.40)
I3(P ) = PijjPikk. (3.41)
In fact, one can explicitly check this is the solution in the whole space.
4 N = 3 model
In this section we extend our horizons further and explore the N = 3 tensor model both
with and without a cosmological constant. While, in this more complicated model, it is
hard to find the general solution to the constraint equations (2.20), it is possible to find the
most general solution in a subspace satisfying a Z3 symmetry. The procedure is basically
the same as that employed for N = 2 in section 3.2.
4.1 Case with no cosmological constant
Here we consider the N = 3 minimal tensor model with no cosmological constant, and
find the general solution to the constraint equations on a subspace invariant under a Z3
symmetry. The subspace is parametrized by
Paaa = x1, Pabb = x2, Pabc = x3, (4.1)
for any a 6= b 6= c 6= a, which are the fixed points of the Z3 transformations permuting the
index set {1, 2, 3}. As in section 3.2, one can show that there exists only one linear com-
bination of the constraints which generates a flow along the Z3 symmetric subspace (4.1),
and it is given by
Cˆ(3) =
3∑
a=1
Hˆa . (4.2)
On the subspace (4.1), the constraint (4.2) is expressed as
Cˆ(3) = i
2
(
x1
2 + 2x1x2 + 2x2(2x2 + x3)
) ∂
∂x1
+
i
6
(
5x1x2 + 12x2
2 + x1x3 + 7x2x3 + 2x3
2
) ∂
∂x2
+
i
2
(x1x3 + 4x2(x2 + x3))
∂
∂x3
+
3
2
iλH(x1 + 2x2) , (4.3)
where λH =
5
2 , and we have used
∂
∂x1
=
3∑
a=1
∂
∂Paaa
,
∂
∂x2
=
3∑
a,b=1
a 6=b
∂
∂Pabb
,
∂
∂x3
=
∂
∂P123
. (4.4)
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In order to further simplify the process of finding a solution, let us virtually impose the
dilation constraint (2.17):
Dˆ = i
6
(
3∑
i=1
xi
∂
∂xi
+ λD
)
, (4.5)
where λD is supposed to be a free parameter for the purpose, rather than the fixed value
in (2.18).
By assuming the two constraints, (4.3) and (4.5), and λD = 0 for the time being, we
can eliminate ∂/∂x1 to obtain a constraint,
Cˆ(3)v =
i
6x1
(2x2 + x3)
{
(x1
2 + 3x1x2 − 6x22 + 2x1x3) ∂
∂x2
+ 6x2(x1 − x3) ∂
∂x3
}
+
3
2
iλH(x1 + 2x2) . (4.6)
The method of characteristics applied to this partial differential equation, Cˆ(3)v Ψ = 0,
reduces the problem to solving
ds =
dx2
(2x2 + x3)(x12 + 3x1x2 − 6x22 + 2x1x3) =
dx3
6x2(2x2 + x3)(x1 − x3) , (4.7)
dΨ
Ψ
+ 9λHx1(x1 + 2x2)ds = 0 , (4.8)
where s parametrizes the trajectory of the flow. Note that x1 is regarded as a constant in
these equations. The trajectory equation derived from (4.7),
dx2
dx3
=
x1
2 + 3x1x2 − 6x22 + 2x1x3
6x2(x1 − x3) , (4.9)
tells us that the following combination remains unchanged along the trajectory:
(−x1 + x3)3
(−x1 + 3x2 − 2x3)2(x1 + 6x2 + 2x3) . (4.10)
This gives a motivation to consider an ansatz:
Ψ =
(−x1 + x3)c1(2x2 + x3)c2
(−x1 + 3x2 − 2x3)c3(x1 + 6x2 + 2x3)c4 , (4.11)
where (2x2 + x3) can be read off from (4.7), and ci’s are numerical constants to be deter-
mined. Inserting (4.11) into the equations, Cˆ(3)Ψ = DˆΨ = 0, one obtains
c2 =
3
2
(λD − 3λH) , (4.12)
c3 =
2
3
c1 + λD − λH , (4.13)
c4 =
1
3
c1 +
1
2
(3λD − 7λH) . (4.14)
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Since c1 and λD can be taken arbitrary to satisfy the single constraint equation, Cˆ(3)Ψ = 0,
the general form of Ψ is determined to be
Ψ = (−x1 + 3x2 − 2x3)λH (2x2 + x3)− 92λH (x1 + 6x2 + 2x3) 72λH
× f
(
(2x2 + x3)
3
(−x1 + 3x2 − 2x3)2(x1 + 6x2 + 2x3)3 ,
(−x1 + x3)3
(−x1 + 3x2 − 2x3)2(x1 + 6x2 + 2x3)
)
,
(4.15)
where f is an arbitrary function with two arguments. It is clear from number counting
that (4.15) gives the most general solution to the constraint equation, Cˆ(3)Ψ = 0.
Let us study peaks of the wave-function in (4.11). Since we cannot uniquely determine
the coefficients, ci, here we consider possible peaks of the wave function (4.11) assuming
signs of the coefficients. Firstly, if c3 > 0, then (4.11) diverges when −x1 + 3x2 − 2x3 =
0. This means that the configurations satisfying this equation are enhanced. In fact,
it can be shown that, if −x1 + 3x2 − 2x3 = 0, Pabc is invariant under an infinitesimal
SO(2) transformation:
taa′Pa′bc + tbb′Pab′c + tcc′Pabc′ = 0, (4.16)
where
t =

 0 1 −1−1 0 1
1 −1 0

 . (4.17)
Therefore, the configurations with the SO(2) symmetry are enhanced in the wave-function.
Secondly, if c4 > 0, then the wave-function (4.36) diverges when x1 + 6x2 + 2x3 = 0.
This configuration satisfies
vavbPabc = x1 + 6x2 + 2x3 = 0, (4.18)
where
v = (1, 1, 1). (4.19)
This is the same situation discussed for the case of N = 2 in the last paragraph of sec-
tion 3.1. Therefore, the condition, x1 + 6x2 + 2x3 = 0, has the meaning that there exists
a “point”, f = vafa, with the property of a Grassmann number.
A more interesting possibility arises for the configurations which simultaneously sat-
isfy the two conditions above, −x1 + 3x2 − 2x3 = x1 + 6x2 + 2x3 = 0. They are the
configurations satisfying
x2 = 0, x3 = −x1
2
. (4.20)
What is interesting on these points is that, in addition to the SO(2) symmetry mentioned
above, Pabc is invariant under an infinitesimal boost transformation,
kaa′Pa′bc + kbb′Pab′c + kcc′Pabc′ = 0, (4.21)
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where
k =

0 1 11 0 1
1 1 0

 . (4.22)
Therefore, these configurations are invariant under a Lorentz group. In the present N = 3
case, the generators commute with each other, [k, t] = 0, and may not be of much interest.
However, we expect enhancement of non-abelian Lorentz groups to occur for larger N .
We could not find similar kinematical characterization as above for the other possible
peaks at 2x2 + x3 = 0 or −x1 + x3 = 0. Probably, these are more rooted in dynamics,
similarly to B(P ) = 0 for N = 2 as discussed in section 3.1.
4.2 Case with a cosmological constant
In this subsection, we generalize the solution on the Z3 symmetric subspace obtained in
section 4.1 to include the cosmological constant λ by applying the method employed in
section 3.2 for the case of N = 2. With λ, the constraint (4.3) is replaced by
Cˆ(3)λ =
3∑
a=1
Hˆa
=
i
2
(−λ+ x12 + 2x1x2 + 2x2(2x2 + x3)) ∂
∂x1
+
i
6
(−λ+ 5x1x2 + 12x22 + x1x3 + 7x2x3 + 2x32) ∂
∂x2
+
i
2
(x1x3 + 4x2(x2 + x3))
∂
∂x3
+
3
2
iλH(x1 + 2x2) . (4.23)
As in section 3.2, let us take the derivative part of the constraint (4.23) as
O(3)λ =
i
2
(−λ+ x12 + 2x1x2 + 2x2(2x2 + x3)) ∂
∂x1
+
i
6
(−λ+ 5x1x2 + 12x22 + x1x3 + 7x2x3 + 2x32) ∂
∂x2
+
i
2
(x1x3 + 4x2(x2 + x3))
∂
∂x3
. (4.24)
The solutions (4.15) for λ = 0 are expressed in terms of the following linear combina-
tions of xi’s:
E1 = −x1 + 3x2 − 2x3, (4.25)
e2 = 2x2 + x3, (4.26)
e3 = x1 + 6x2 + 2x3, (4.27)
e4 = −x1 + x3 . (4.28)
In the same way as the N = 2 case, one would be able to construct solutions in the case
of λ 6= 0 by considering corrections to these E1, e2,3,4 so that they satisfy the requirement
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corresponding to (3.33). In fact, E1 satisfies
O(3)λ E1
E1
=
i
2
(x1 − x3). (4.29)
The crucial point to note here is that the right-hand side of (4.29) is independent of λ, and
therefore E1 meets the requirement without any corrections.
Let us next consider e3. In this case,
O(3)λ e3 =
i
2
(x1 + 6x2 + 2x3)e3 − 3
2
iλ, (4.30)
which requires us to make corrections to e3. Since the dimension of λ is that of xi
2, e3 is
not appropriate to consider corrections in perturbation of λ. Instead, we would be able to
consider e3
2 and its correction as
E3 = e3
2 + γλ, (4.31)
where γ is a numerical constant to be determined. Applying (4.24) on E3, one obtains
O(3)λ E3 = i(x1 + 6x2 + 2x3)
(
e3
2 − 3λ) . (4.32)
Therefore, if one takes γ = −3 in (4.31), then
O(3)λ E3
E3
= i(x1 + 6x2 + 2x3). (4.33)
The righthand side does not contain λ, and therefore E3 satisfies the requirement. In a
similar manner, we can find suitable combinations of variables as
E2 = e2e4 +
λ
4
, (4.34)
E4 = e4
3 +
3
4
λ(2x1 − 6x2 − 5x3). (4.35)
Thus, using the new set of variables, {E1, E2, E3, E4}, one can generalize (4.15) to
Ψλ = E1
λHE2
− 9
2
λHE3
7
4
λHE4
3
2
λHf
(
E2
3
E14E32
,
E4
2
E14E3
)
, (4.36)
where f(z1, z2) is an arbitrary function. In fact, one can explicitly check that (4.36) satisfies
Cˆ(3)λ Ψλ = 0. (4.37)
As shown above for N = 3, we have again found that, similar to the case of N = 2,
the inclusion of the cosmological constant can be implemented by making some corrections
to the solutions with no cosmological constant. This suggests that the inclusion of the
cosmological constant does not change the essential structure of the theory. In fact, we will
see in section 11 that the cases with a cosmological constant can be treated by considering
the cases with no cosmological constant for increased N .
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5 Solutions in terms of statistical systems on random networks
So far we have studied the solutions of the constraint equations of the canonical tensor
model for the simple cases of N = 2, 3 by explicitly writing down and solving the sets of
the partial differential equations representing the constraints. While this procedure can
work for small N ’s, it is obvious that the situation becomes much more complicated as
soon as one moves to higher-N tensor model, and one quickly notices the limitations of the
methodologies used in studying the N = 2, 3 cases. In the present and following sections,
instead of giving general explicit solutions for particular N ’s, we will present some series
of solutions valid for general N , by using the partition functions of statistical systems on
random networks and some variants.
In [47], it was argued that the N = 2 canonical tensor model is intimately related
to the Ising model on random networks of trivalent vertices. In fact, it has been shown
that the phase structure of the Ising model on random networks can be derived from the
Hamiltonian vector flow of the canonical tensor model for N = 2, if the flow is regarded
as the renormalization group flow of the Ising model. The present and following sections
will give further relations between the canonical tensor model and statistical systems on
random networks by obtaining the physical wave-functions solving the constraints from the
perspective of statistical systems on random networks.
Let us start with the following form of the “grand-type” partition function of statistical
systems on random networks [47],
Z(k,M, Cφ) =
∫
Cφ
dφ e−kφ
2+Mφ3 , (5.1)
where we have used shorthand notations,
dφ ≡
N∏
a=1
dφa,
φ2 ≡ φaφa,
Mφ3 ≡Mabcφaφbφc. (5.2)
Here k andMabc (a, b, c = 1, 2, · · · , N) are a numerical variable and a three-index symmetric
tensor, respectively. Cφ denotes the domain of integration over φa’s, which can generally
take complex values.
As discussed in [47], to make relations with statistical systems on random networks,
k is assumed to be a positive real number, and the integration contour, Cφ, is taken, for
instance among various allowed possibilities, as
φa = e
pii
6 ra, (5.3)
where ra run from −∞ to ∞ on the real axis. By expanding the integrand of (5.1) in M ,
one obtains an asymptotic expansion in M as
Z(k,M, Cφ) ≃
∞∑
n=0
Zn, Zn =
1
n!
∫ ∞
−∞
dφ (Mφ3)ne−kφ
2
. (5.4)
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Each Zn gives the partition function of a statistical system on random networks of n triva-
lent vertices [47, 48]. In this paper, we do not generally assume the positivity of k or
the integration contour like (5.3), since our interest is in the solutions to the constraint
equations rather than such statistical systems. As we will see shortly, the necessary prop-
erties are the well-definedness of the integral (5.1) in the space of M except for possible
singularities, and the validity of the partial integrations over φa’s which will be performed
in the rest of this paper.
Firstly, one can show that the partition function (5.4) satisfies the momentum con-
straints (2.15), because
Jˆ[ab]Z(k,M, Cφ) ∝ (MacdDMbcd −MbcdDMacd)Z(k,M, Cφ)
=
∫
Cφ
dφ (Macdφbφcφd −Mbcdφaφcφd)e−kφ2+Mφ3
=
1
3
∫
Cφ
dφ e−kφ
2
(
φbD
φ
a − φaDφb
)
eMφ
3
= −1
3
∫
Cφ
dφ eMφ
3
[
Dφa
(
φbe
−kφ2
)
−Dφb
(
φae
−kφ2
)]
= 0 , (5.5)
where we have used a short-hand notation,
Dφa ≡
∂
∂φa
, (5.6)
and have assumed the validity of the partial integrations over φa’s. This is justified, if Cφ
is a closed curve, or if the integrand damps rapidly enough in the case that Cφ extends to
infinity. In the rest of this paper, without being explicitly mentioned, we simply assume
that all the partial integrations (not only over φa’s but also over some other variables)
performed in due course be valid.
Next, let us consider the Hamiltonian constraints. From (2.14), the corresponding
partial differential equations for λ = 0 in the M -representation are given by(
MbdeD
M
abcD
M
cde + λHD
M
abb
)
ψ(M) = 0. (5.7)
As for the first term, we obtain
MbdeD
M
abcD
M
cdeZ(k,M, Cφ) =
∫
Cφ
dφ Mbdeφaφbφcφcφdφee
−kφ2+Mφ3
=
∫
Cφ
dφ φaφ
2Mbdeφbφdφee
−kφ2+Mφ3
=
1
3
∫
Cφ
dφ φaφ
2e−kφ
2
φbD
φ
b e
Mφ3
= −1
3
∫
Cφ
dφ eMφ
3
Dφb
(
φaφbφ
2e−kφ
2
)
= −
∫
Cφ
dφ φaφ
2
(
1 +
N
3
− 2k
3
φ2
)
e−kφ
2+Mφ3
= −
∫
Cφ
dφ φaφ
2
(
1 +
N
3
+
2
3
k
∂
∂k
)
e−kφ
2+Mφ3 . (5.8)
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As for the second term of (5.7), we obtain
DMabbZ(k,M, Cφ) =
∫
Cφ
dφ φaφ
2e−kφ
2+Mφ3 . (5.9)
Because of the derivative term with respect to k in the last line of (5.8), the partition
function itself does not satisfy the Hamiltonian constraints. This can be remedied by
introducing a function g(k) and the integration over k. To see this, let us define
ψCk,φ(M) =
∫
Ck
dk g(k)Z(k,M, Cφ) =
∫
Ck,φ
dkdφ g(k)e−kφ
2+Mφ3 . (5.10)
Then
(
MbdeD
M
abcD
M
cde + λHD
M
abb
)
ψCk,φ(M)
=
∫
Ck,φ
dkdφ g(k)φaφ
2
[
−
(
1 +
N
3
+
2
3
k
∂
∂k
)
+ λH
]
e−kφ
2+Mφ3 (5.11)
=
2
3
∫
Ck,φ
dkdφ φaφ
2
(
kg′(k) + αNg(k)
)
e−kφ
2+Mφ3 , (5.12)
where we have performed a partial integration over k under the assumption of its valid-
ity, and
αN =
3λH −N − 1
2
=
N2 +N + 2
8
. (5.13)
Therefore the Hamiltonian constraints are satisfied, if we take
g(k) = k−αN . (5.14)
By considering various choices of the integration domain, Ck,φ, one can obtain a number of
independent solutions.
Physics behind the present solution would be given as follows. As discussed in the
previous paper [47], a flow generated by a scale-free O(N)-invariant linear combination
of the Hamiltonian constraints of the canonical tensor model could be interpreted as a
renormalization group flow of statistical systems on random networks.8 A renormalization
group procedure, if existed, on random networks would change the number of vertices
of networks, that is a natural analog of a block spin transformation on a regular lattice.
Therefore, since the parameter k controls the relative weights among networks of n trivalent
vertices as ∝ k− 3n2 , a renormalization group procedure should generate a flow in k. This
would be in accordance with the appearance of a derivative term of k in the last line of (5.8),
and it must be compensated by introducing g(k) to make an invariant under the flow.
8Strictly speaking, this was discussed only for N = 2 corresponding to the Ising model.
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Here let us check the type of the solution ψCk,φ . We obtain
MacdD
M
bcdψCk,φ(M) =
∫
Ck,φ
dkdφ g(k) Macdφbφcφd e
−kφ2+Mφ3
=
1
3
∫
Ck,φ
dkdφ g(k)e−kφ
2
φbD
φ
ae
Mφ3
= −1
3
∫
Ck,φ
dkdφ g(k) eMφ
3
Dφa
(
φb e
−kφ2
)
= −1
3
∫
Ck,φ
dkdφ g(k) (δab − 2kφaφb) e−kφ2+Mφ3 . (5.15)
Here the second term in the last line cannot be concluded to be proportional to δab, and
therefore Jˆ(ab)ψCk,φ(M) 6= 0 (See (2.24) for Jˆ(ab)) is expected in general. This means that
ψCk,φ is a dynamical solution in general. However, there exists a delicate issue for N = 1, 2
as follows. By performing similar computations as (5.15), we obtain(
MabcD
M
abc + λH − 1
)
ψCk,φ(M) = 0. (5.16)
Then one finds that, for N = 1, 2, ψCk,φ(M) satisfies the necessary condition (2.29) to
be kinematical. For N = 1, 2, we cannot ignore the possibility that ψCk,φ(M) may be-
come kinematical. For N ≥ 3, since the necessary condition is violated, the solution is
definitely dynamical.
Finally, we would like to comment on the partition function (5.1) from a mathematical
view point. Let us start with a generalization of the Airy function:
Ai [j,M, Cφ] =
∫
Cφ
dφ e−jaφa+Mabcφaφbφc , (5.17)
where j is a vector. (5.17) satisfies the following generalization of Airy’s differential
equation: (
3Mabc
∂
∂jb
∂
∂jc
− ja
)
Ai [j,M, Cφ] = 0, (5.18)
which can be shown by partial integrations over φ. The generalized Airy function can be
related to the partition function (5.1) in the following manner. Firstly, one can remove the
linear term in the exponent in (5.17) by a shift,
φa → φa + wa, (5.19)
where w is a vector satisfying
ja − 3Mabcwbwc = 0. (5.20)
Then there appears a quadratic term in φ, 3Mabcwcφaφb, as well as a constant term,
−jawa+Mabcwawbwc. The quadratic term can be diagonalized and normalized by a linear
transformation,
φa → φbRba, (5.21)
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with a complex matrix R, if the quadratic term is not singular. Then, (5.17) can be
transformed to a form,
Ai [j,M, Cφ] = |R|e−jw+Mw3
∫
C′
φ
dφ e−kφ
2+M ′φ3 = |R|e−jw+Mw3 Z(k,M ′, C′φ), (5.22)
where
M ′abc = Raa′Rbb′Rcc′Ma′b′c′ , (5.23)
k is a number, and |R| denotes the determinant of R. Therefore the mathematical prop-
erties of the generalized Airy functions can be related to those of the partition function.
This observation would be useful in future study.
6 Simpler solutions
The solution found in section 5 has a direct connection with statistical systems on ran-
dom networks, and would therefore be interesting from physical viewpoints. On the other
hand, if we set aside the physical interpretation, the solution (5.10) would be simplified by
replacing
∫
dk g(k)e−kφ
2
with a function of φ2. Thus, in this section, let us assume a form,
ψCφ,h(M) =
∫
Cφ
dφ f(φ2)h(Mφ3), (6.1)
where f and h are functions of the shown arguments, and solve the constraints. f will be
determined shortly.
Let us first check the momentum constraints. We obtain(
MacdD
M
bcd −MbcdDMacd
)
ψCφ,h(M) =
∫
Cφ
dφ f(φ2)(Macdφbφcφd −Mbcdφaφcφd)h′(Mφ3)
=
1
3
∫
Cφ
dφ f(φ2)(φbD
φ
a − φaDφb )h(Mφ3)
= −1
3
∫
Cφ
dφ h(Mφ3)
(
Dφa (φbf(φ
2))−Dφb (φaf(φ2))
)
= 0 . (6.2)
As for the Hamiltonian constraints, we first obtain
MbdeD
M
abcD
M
cde
∫
Cφ
dφ f(φ2)h(Mφ3) =
∫
Cφ
dφ Mbdeφaφbφcφcφdφef(φ
2)h′′(Mφ3)
=
∫
Cφ
dφ f(φ2)φaφbφ
2 1
3
Dφb h
′(Mφ3)
= −1
3
∫
Cφ
dφ h′(Mφ3)Dφb
(
f(φ2)φaφbφ
2
)
= −1
3
∫
Cφ
dφ φa
(
(N + 1)f˜(φ2) + 2φ2f˜ ′(φ2)
)
h′(Mφ3),
(6.3)
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where f˜(x) = xf(x). Similarly,
DMabb
∫
Cφ
dφ f(φ2)h(Mφ3) =
∫
Cφ
dφ f(φ2)φaφbφbh
′(Mφ3),
=
∫
Cφ
dφ φaf˜(φ
2)h′(Mφ3). (6.4)
Therefore,
(MbdeD
M
abcD
M
cde + λHD
M
abb)ψh,Cφ(M) =
2
3
∫
Cφ
dφ φa
(
αN f˜(φ
2)− φ2f˜ ′(φ2)
)
h′(Mφ3), (6.5)
where αN was defined in (5.13). Thus, by putting
f˜(x) = xαN , (6.6)
a solution to the constraint equations can be obtained as
ψCφ,h(M) =
∫
Cφ
dφ (φ2)βNh(Mφ3), (6.7)
where βN = αN − 1 = (N−2)(N+3)8 . One would be able to obtain a number of independent
solutions by considering various Cφ and h.
One can obtain another kind of solutions by determining h instead of f in (6.1). In
this case, we have
(
McdeD
M
abcD
M
bde + λHD
M
abb
) ∫
Cφ
dφ f(φ2)h(Mφ3)
=
∫
Cφ
dφ φaφ
2f(φ2)
(
Mφ3h′′(Mφ3) + λHh
′(Mφ3)
)
. (6.8)
This vanishes, if
h(x) = x−γN + const., (6.9)
where γN = λH − 1 = (N−1)(N+6)12 . The constant term is irrelevant, since it does not
produce any dependence on M . Thus a non-tivial solution to the constraints is given by
ψCφ,f (M) =
∫
Cφ
dφ (Mφ3)−γN f(φ2). (6.10)
Various choices of Cφ, f will provide a number of independent solutions.
For instance, by considering f(x) = e−x in (6.10), we obtain a similar expression as Zn
in (5.4). Therefore, in the large-N limit, one would be able to employ a similar saddle-point
method used in the analysis of the thermodynamic limit of statistical systems on random
networks in [47, 48]. However, there exist at least the following major differences from the
statistical systems: the signature of the exponent is opposite, and one can more freely take
the integration domain, Cφ. Therefore, the dynamics would be much different. We leave
this interesting aspect for future analysis.
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From (6.7) and (6.10), it is obvious that
ψCφ(M) =
∫
Cφ
dφ (φ2)βN (Mφ3)−γN (6.11)
is a solution. In this case, the dimension of φ is canceled in the integration, since N +
2βN − 3γN = 0. Therefore, it should be the canonical form of the solution in the case that
Cφ is a finite domain.
Let us compute the scaling dimension of the above solutions. We easily obtain
MabcD
M
abcψ(M) = −γNψ(M) (6.12)
for all the solutions above, and this coincides with (5.16). Then the solutions in this section
are dynamical except for the delicate case N = 1, 2 as discussed in section 5.
7 Explicit examples
In this section, we will check the solutions for the simple cases with N = 1, 2.
7.1 N = 1
For the N = 1 case, taking h(x) = 1 in (6.7) gives
ψ =
∮
dφ
φ
= 2πi. (7.1)
Here the contour is assumed to be a closed path surrounding the origin. This is actually
the trivial solution to the constraint equation for N = 1,
DMMDMψ = 0. (7.2)
To obtain a non-trivial solution, we consider (6.7) with h(x) = log(x):
ψlog(M) =
∮
dφ
φ
log
(
Mφ3
)
= 2πi logM + const., (7.3)
which is indeed the other independent solution to (7.2). Here the multi-valuedness of the
logarithmic function in the integrand is not problematic: the first derivative, h′(x) = 1x ,
is a single-valued function, and one can safely justify the partial integration performed
in (6.3). Since MDMψlog 6= 0, this is a dynamical solution.
7.2 N = 2
For the N = 2 case, (6.11) gives
ψ(M) =
∫
Cφ
dφ1dφ2
1
(Mabcφaφbφc)
2
3
. (7.4)
Let us check if one can really choose the contour, Cφ, so that (7.4) becomes a non-vanishing
meaningful solution. To begin, when choosing the gauge,
M111 = 1, M112 = 0, M122 = x1, M222 = x2, (7.5)
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Figure 1. A proper contour, Cφ1 : a closed dashed line winding two times around φ1 = y2φ2 and
one time around φ1 = y1φ2.
one finds
Mabcφaφbφc = φ1
3 + 3x1φ1φ2
2 + x2φ2
3
= (φ1 − y1φ2)(φ1 − y2φ2)(φ1 − y3φ2), (7.6)
where yi’s are the three solutions to y
3 + 3x1y + x2 = 0. We then implement the φ1-
integration by choosing the contour, Cφ1 , in such a way as to enclose φ1 = y2φ2 two times
and φ1 = y1φ2 one time (see figure 1). We take such a contour to make it consistent
with the multi-valuedness of the integrand caused by the fractional power. This choice of
contour is in fact democratic: every contour enclosing φ1 = yiφ2 (i = 1, 2, 3) two times and
φ1 = yjφ2 (j 6= i) one time yield the same result up to a sign. After the φ1-integration, (7.4)
can be shown to be
const.
∫
Cφ2
dφ2
1
φ2 [(y1 − y2)(y2 − y3)(y3 − y1)]
1
3
. (7.7)
Choosing Cφ2 to enclose φ2 = 0, one finally finds
ψ(M) ∝ 1
[(y1 − y2)(y2 − y3)(y3 − y1)]
1
3
∝ 1
(4x31 + x
2
2)
1
6
∝ A(M)− 16 , (7.8)
where the last expression is valid in the whole space with A(M) defined in (3.13). This
can be shown to be a kinematical solution, similarly to (3.16).
8 Solutions in P -representation without a cosmological constant
The method in section 6 can also be used to solve the constraint equations in the P -
representation. Let us start with an assumption,
QCφ,h(P ) =
∫
Cφ
dφ f(φ2)h(Pφ3), (8.1)
where f will be determined shortly.
The momentum constraints can be shown to be satisfied by the same reasoning as in
section 6. For λ = 0 in (2.14), the Hamiltonian constraints are given by
(PabcPbdeD
P
cde + λHPabb)ψ(P ) = 0. (8.2)
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As for the first term,
PabcPbdeD
P
cdeQCφ,h(P ) =
∫
Cφ
dφ PabcPbdeφcφdφef(φ
2)h′(Pφ3)
=
1
3
∫
Cφ
dφ Pabcφcf(φ
2)Dφb h(Pφ
3)
= −1
3
∫
Cφ
dφ Dφb
(
Pabcφcf(φ
2)
)
h(Pφ3)
= −1
3
∫
Cφ
dφ
(
Pabbf(φ
2) + 2Pabcφbφcf
′(φ2)
)
h(Pφ3). (8.3)
In the last line of (8.3), the second term seems to be problematic for the constraint equations
to be satisfied. So, we set f(x) = 1 to discard it. Then, from (8.3), we obtain that
QCφ,h(P ) =
∫
Cφ
dφ h(Pφ3) (8.4)
satisfies (
PabcPbdeD
P
cde +
1
3
Pabb
)
QCφ,h(P ) = 0. (8.5)
The only difference of (8.2) from (8.5) is the numerical coefficient of the second term, and
it is obvious that
ψCφ,h(P ) = QCφ,h(P )
3λH (8.6)
satisfies the constraint equations (8.2).
The scaling dimension can be computed as
PabcD
P
abcQCφ,h(P ) =
∫
Cφ
dφ
(
Pφ3
)
h′(Pφ3)
=
1
3
∫
Cφ
dφ φaD
φ
ah(Pφ
3)
= −N
3
QCφ,h(P ). (8.7)
Thus,
PabcD
P
abcψCφ,h(P ) = −NλHψCφ,h(P ), (8.8)
which agrees with the necessary condition (2.28) for a kinematical solution. The scaling
dimension will become obvious, if we take h(x) = x−
N
3 as
QCφ(P ) =
∫
Cφ
dφ (Pφ3)−
N
3 . (8.9)
This should be a canonical expression when Cφ is a finite domain, since the dimension of φ
is canceled in the integration.
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Finally, let us check the type of the solution (8.6). By partial integrations, one obtains
PacdD
P
bcdQCφ,h(P ) =
∫
Cφ
dφ Pacdφbφcφdh
′(Pφ3)
=
1
3
∫
Cφ
dφ φbD
φ
ah(Pφ
3)
= −1
3
δabQCφ,h(P ). (8.10)
This leads to Jˆ(ab)ψCφ,h(P ) = 0, namely, ψCφ,h(P ) is a kinematical solution, and might
not be so interesting by itself. However, it will be useful as a component to generate a
variety of dynamical solutions in the following sense. Let us suppose that we have two
solutions, say ψ1(P ), ψ2(P ), which both satisfy the constraint equations (8.2). Then, it
is obvious that the product, ψ1(P )
τψ2(P )
1−τ , with an arbitrary number τ satisfies (8.2).
Namely, one can construct one parameter family of solutions to the constraint equations
from two independent solutions. This essentially comes from the fact that the Hamiltonian
constraints are first-order differential operators in the P -representation. Now, a number of
dynamical solutions in the P -representation can be obtained through the Fourier transform
of the solutions in the M -representation in section 5 and section 6. Then, the above
products of these solutions and ψCφ,h(P ) will give families of dynamical solutions.
9 Solutions with integration over matrix and tensor variables
The construction of the solutions in section 8 can be generalized to that with integration
over matrix and tensor variables. The first two solutions below are kinematical, while the
final one is dynamical.
Let us consider
QCK,φ,h,g(P ) =
∫
CK,φ
dKdφ h(PKφ)g(Pφ3), (9.1)
where we have introduced an integration over a symmetric matrix K, in addition to the
integration over φ as before, h, g are functions, and
PKφ ≡ PabcKabφc. (9.2)
By performing partial integrations as in the previous sections, one can show that
PacdD
P
bcdQCK,φ,h,g(P )
=
∫
CK,φ
dKdφ Pacd
{
1
3
(2Kbcφd +Kcdφb)h
′(PKφ)g(Pφ3) + φbφcφdh(PKφ)g
′(Pφ3)
}
=
1
3
∫
CK,φ
dKdφ
(
2KbcD
K
ca + φbD
φ
a
)
h(PKφ)g(Pφ3)
= −N + 2
3
δabQCK,φ,h,g(P ), (9.3)
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where DK denotes partial derivatives with respect to K as
DKabKcd =
1
2
(δacδbd + δadδbc) . (9.4)
Then,
ψCK,φ,h,g(P ) = QCK,φ,h,g(P )
3λH
N+2 (9.5)
satisfies the constraint equations (8.2). (9.3) also shows that ψCK,φ,h,g(P ) is a kinemati-
cal solution.
A solution with integration over a tensor variable starts with considering
QCT ,h(P ) =
∫
CT
dT h(PT ), (9.6)
where T is a symmetric tensor with three indices, and
PT ≡ PabcTabc. (9.7)
By partial integrations as before, one can show that
PacdD
P
bcdQCT ,h(P ) = −
(N + 2)(N + 1)
6
δabQCT ,h(P ). (9.8)
Then
ψCT ,h(P ) = QCT ,h(P )
6λH
(N+1)(N+2) (9.9)
can be shown to satisfy the constraint equations (8.2). (9.8) also shows that ψCT ,h(P ) is a
kinematical solution.
So far, in this and previous sections, we have only constructed kinematical solutions
in the P -representation. A dynamical solution can be constructed by starting with the
following integration over a symmetric matrix K,
QCK ,h(P ) =
∫
CK
dK h(KPPK), (9.10)
where
KPPK = KabPabcPcdeKde. (9.11)
As for the first term of the Hamiltonian constraints,
PabcPbdeD
P
cdeQCK ,h(P ) = 2
∫
CK
dK PabcPbdeKcd(PK)eh
′(KPPK)
=
2
3
∫
CK
dK (Pabc(PK)b(PK)c + 2PabcPbdeKcd(PK)e)h
′(KPPK)
=
1
3
∫
CK
dK ((PK)bD
K
ab + 2PabcKcdD
K
bd)h(KPPK)
= −1
3
∫
CK
dK ((DKab(PK)b) + 2Pabc(D
K
bdKcd))h(KPPK)
= −1
3
∫
CK
dK (Pabb + (N + 1)Pabb)h(KPPK)
= −N + 2
3
PabbQCK ,h(P ), (9.12)
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where the underlined indices are supposed to take the average over their permutations, and
(PK)a ≡ PabcKbc. (9.13)
In a similar way, the scaling dimension can be obtained as
PabcD
P
abcQCK ,h(P ) = −
N(N + 1)
2
QCK ,h(P ). (9.14)
These results show that
ψCK ,h(P ) = QCK ,h(P )
3λH
N+2 (9.15)
is a solution to the constraint equations, and its scaling dimension is given by
PabcD
P
abcψCK ,h(P ) = −
3N(N + 1)λH
2(N + 2)
ψCK ,h(P ). (9.16)
By comparing with (2.28), ψCK ,h(P ) is a dynamical solution for N > 1.
It would be meaningful to see whether ψCK ,h(P ) is different from the solutions obtained
in section 5 and 6. From (6.12), we obtain
−PabcDPabcψ(P ) = iPˆabcMˆabcψ = DMabcMabcψ(M) =
(
N(N + 1)(N + 2)
6
− γN
)
ψ(M)
(9.17)
This differs from (9.16) except for N = 1, 4. Therefore, ψCK ,h(P ) is a new solution at least
for N 6= 1, 4.
10 Solutions in P -representation with a cosmological constant
The canonical tensor model with variables satisfying the generalized hermiticity condition
does not allow a cosmological constant term, because such a term violates the consistency
of the first-class constraint algebra [40]. On the other hand, if we restrict the variables
to be real symmetric as in this paper, the algebra remains consistent even after such a
cosmological term is introduced as in section 2. The Hamiltonian constraint equations
with a cosmological constant λ in the P -representation are given by
(PabcPbdeD
P
cde + λ
N
HPabb − λDPabb)ψ(P ) = 0, (10.1)
where the dependence of the normal ordering term on N is explicitly written for later
convenience. The interpretation of λ as a cosmological constant has been validated by
comparing the classical dynamics of the canonical tensor model with N = 1 and the mini-
superspace approximation of general relativity [46].
In this section, we will explicitly construct a few series of solutions to (10.1) by gen-
eralizing the solutions obtained in the previous sections. Remarkably, it will be observed
that all these solutions for N = m can actually be obtained from those of the constraint
equations with no cosmological constant for N = m+ 1 by fixing the extra components of
P . In section 11, we will prove a general theorem on this aspect.
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Let us start with (8.3),
PabcPbdeD
P
cdeQCφ,f,h(P ) +
1
3
∫
Cφ
dφ
[
Pabbf(φ
2) + 2Pabcφbφcf
′(φ2)
]
h(Pφ3) = 0, (10.2)
where QCφ,f,h(P ) is assumed to have the expression on the righthand side of (8.1). By
performing a partial integration, the last term can be computed to be
2
3
∫
Cφ
dφ Pabcφbφcf
′(φ2)h(Pφ3) =
2
9
∫
Cφ
dφ f ′(φ2)Dφah
I(Pφ3)
= −4
9
∫
Cφ
dφ φaf
′′(φ2)hI(Pφ3), (10.3)
where hI(x) is a function satisfying
d
dx
hI(x) = h(x). (10.4)
Now let us assume
hI(x) =
1
A
exp[Ax], (10.5)
f ′′(x) = Bxf(x), (10.6)
with numerical constants, A,B. Then (10.3) can further be computed as
−4
9
∫
Cφ
dφ φaf
′′(φ2)hI(Pφ3) = −4B
9A
∫
Cφ
dφ φaφ
2f(φ2)h(Pφ3)
= − 4B
9A2
DPabb
∫
Cφ
dφ f(φ2)h(Pφ3). (10.7)
This concludes [
PabcPbdeD
P
cde +
1
3
Pabb − 4B
9A2
DPabb
]
QCφ,f,h(P ) = 0. (10.8)
Thus, if we consider
ψCφ,f,h(P ) = QCφ,f,h(P )
3λN
H , (10.9)
we obtain [
PabcPbdeD
P
cde + λ
N
HPabb −
4B
9A2
DPabb
]
ψCφ,f,h(P ) = 0. (10.10)
Namely, ψCφ,f,h(P ) satisfies the constraint equations with a cosmological constant,
λ =
4B
9A2
. (10.11)
In fact, the solution to (10.6) is given by the Airy function,
f(x) = Airy
[
B
1
3x
]
=
∫
Cz
dz exp
[
−B 13xz + z
3
3
]
. (10.12)
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Then, by putting h(x) = exp(Ax) and (10.12) into the expression (8.1), one obtains an
intriguing expression,
QCφ,f,h(P ) =
∫
Cφ,z
dφdz exp
[
A (Pφ3)−B 13φ2z + z
3
3
]
= const.
∫
Cφ,z
dφdz exp
[
Pφ3 − φ2z + A
2
3B
z3
]
= const.
∫
Cφ
N+1∏
a=1
dφa exp
[
P˜ φ3
]
(10.13)
with
P˜abc = Pabc,
P˜abN+1 = −1
3
δab, (10.14)
P˜aN+1N+1 = 0,
P˜N+1N+1N+1 =
4
27λ
,
where we have rescaled φ, z, and have renamed z = φN+1. Thus, QCφ,f,h(P˜ ) has the
form as (8.4), and therefore ψCφ,f,h(P˜ ) = QCφ,f,h(P˜ )
3λN+1
H actually satisfies the constraint
equations with no cosmological constant for the variables P˜ , as same as the wave-function
in (8.6). This shows that the cosmological constant can be absorbed into some of the
dynamical variables by increasing N .
Below, we will show that a similar fact holds also for a wider class of solutions. Let us
consider the solution, QCφ,h(P ) in (8.4), and start with (8.5),
PabcPbdeD
P
cdeQCφ,h(P ) +
1
3
PabbQCφ,h(P ) = 0, (10.15)
where a, b, c = 1, 2, · · · , N + 1. Let us divide the index set as
a =
{
i ∈ IN = {1, 2, . . . , N}
z = N + 1
, (10.16)
and consider a subspace in which P ’s containing the index z are fixed as
Pzzz = A,
Pzzi = 0, (10.17)
Pzij = Bδij ,
where i, j ∈ IN . Below, i, j, . . . will be used for the elements in IN , and a, b, . . . for both
IN and z.
On the subspace (10.17), the second term of (10.15) for a = i ∈ IN becomes
1
3
PibbQCφ,h(P ) =
1
3
PijjQCφ,h(P ). (10.18)
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On the subspace, the first term of (10.15) for a = i can be evaluated as
PibcPbdeD
P
cdeQCφ,h(P ) (10.19)
=
∫
Cφ
dφ PibcPbdeφcφdφeh
′(Pφ3)
=
∫
Cφ
dφ [PijkPjlmφkφlφm + 3BPijkφjφkφz + (2B
2 +AB)φi(φz)
2 +B2φiφ
2
j ]h
′(Pφ3),
where it is important to notice that (10.17) do not contain any conditions on the corre-
sponding derivatives, DPzab. The following two identities hold for (10.17):
0 =
∫
Cφ
dφ Dφi
(
φzh(Pφ
3)
)
=
∫
Cφ
dφ
[
3Pijkφjφkφz + 6Bφiφ
2
z
]
h′(Pφ3),
0 =
∫
Cφ
dφ Dφz
(
φih(Pφ
3)
)
=
∫
Cφ
dφ
[
3Aφi(φz)
2 + 3Bφiφ
2
j
]
h′(Pφ3). (10.20)
These identities can be used to delete the terms, Pijkφjφkφz and φi(φz)
2 in (10.19), to
obtain
PibcPbdeD
P
cdeQCφ,h(P ) =
∫
Cφ
dφ
[
PijkPjlmφkφlφm +
4B3
A
φiφ
2
j
]
h′(Pφ3)
=
[
PijkPjlmD
P
klm +
4B3
A
DPijj
]
QCφ,h(P ) (10.21)
Thus the wave-function (8.6) satisfies the constraint equations with a cosmological constant,
λ = −4B
3
A
. (10.22)
11 A theorem for ignoring a cosmological constant
In this section, as generalization of section 10, we will prove that a solution to the constraint
equations with no cosmological constant for N = m + 1 can always generate a solution
to the constraint equations with a cosmological constant for N = m by fixing the extra
components of P as in (10.17) with A = B.
Let us divide the index set as in (10.16), and assume that i, j, . . . denote the elements
in IN , while a, b, . . . both IN and z. Let us assume that a wave-function ψ(P ) satisfies the
constraint equations with no cosmological constant and the momentum constraints as[
PabcPbdeD
P
cde + λ
N+1
H Pabb
]
ψ(P ) = 0, (11.1)[
PacdD
P
bcd − PbcdDPacd
]
ψ(P ) = 0, (11.2)
where the dependence of the normal ordering term on N + 1 is explicitly written. Let us
assume (10.17) for Pzab, while Pijk are left arbitrary. Then, on the subspace, the second
term in (11.1) for a = i is given by
Pibb = Pijj . (11.3)
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As for the first term in (11.1), by putting (10.17), we obtain
PibcPbdeD
P
cdeψ(P ) =
[
PijkPjdeD
P
kde + PijzPjdeD
P
zde + PizjPzdeD
P
jde
]
ψ(P )
=
[
PijkPjlmD
P
klm + 2PijkPjlzD
P
klz + PijzPjklD
P
zkl + 2PijzPjkzD
P
zkz
+PizjPzklD
P
jkl + PizjPzzzD
P
jzz
]
ψ(P )
=
[
PijkPjlmD
P
klm + 3BPijkD
P
jkz + (2B
2 +AB)DPizz +B
2DPijj
]
ψ(P ).
(11.4)
On the other hand, by putting (10.17) into (11.2) for a = i, b = z, we obtain
0 =
[
PiabD
P
zab − PzabDPiab
]
ψ(P )
=
[
PijkD
P
zjk + 2PijzD
P
zjz − PzjkDPijk − PzzzDPizz
]
ψ(P )
=
[
PijkD
P
jkz + (2B −A)DPizz −BDPijj
]
ψ(P ). (11.5)
By adding (11.5) multiplied by a free parameter t, one finds that the last line of (11.4) is
equivalent to[
PijkPjlmD
P
klm + (3B + t)PijkD
P
jkz
+ {2B2 +AB + t(2B −A)}DPizz + (B2 − tB)DPijj
]
ψ(P ). (11.6)
Here, by choosing t = −3B, A = B, one can delete the second and third terms to obtain
PibcPbdeD
P
cdeψ(P ) =
[
PijkPjlmD
P
klm + 4A
2DPijj
]
ψ(P ). (11.7)
Then, from (11.1), (11.3) and (11.7), we conclude[
PijkPjlmD
P
klm + 4A
2DPijj + λ
N+1
H Pijj
]
ψ(P ) = 0 (11.8)
holds on the subspace (10.17). Finally, we define
ψN (P ) = ψ(P )
λN
H
/λN+1
H . (11.9)
Then, ψN (P ) satisfies the constraint equations,[
PijkPjlmD
P
klm + 4A
2DPijj + λ
N
HPijj
]
ψN (P ) = 0, (11.10)
with a cosmological constant,
λ = −4A2. (11.11)
Two comments are in order. One is that, to obtain a positive cosmological constant,
we have to perform analytic continuation of Pzzz = Pzii = A to pure imaginary values. On
the other hand, the explicit general solutions with a cosmological constant for N = 2, 3 in
section 3 and 4 show that λ appears without such imaginary numbers. This suggests that
there might be another more improved discussion to ignore a cosmological constant than
above. The second is that it is totally unclear whether all the solutions to the constraint
equations with a cosmological constant can be obtained from those with no cosmological
constant by the present method of increasing N . What we have shown is merely the reverse;
the latter to the former. Therefore, at present, we do not know whether we can totally
ignore a cosmological constant in the analysis of the canonical tensor model. We leave this
interesting possibility for future study.
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12 Summary and discussions
In this paper, we studied exact physical states in the canonical tensor model. Our interest
in this paper was to study the canonical tensor model of higher N with and without a
cosmological constant, and wherever possible to find the exact general solutions to the
constraint equations. After introduction, we presented an outline of the canonical tensor
model in section 2. Here we described the constraint algebra and the corresponding equa-
tions satisfied by the physical states of the canonical tensor model. Here we also introduced
the concept of kinematical and dynamical parts of the states, where the latter reflects the
non-linear characteristics of the constraints and would be physically more relevant. We
then proceeded to study the canonical tensor model for various N . The achievements of
this paper can be summarized into the following three categories.
The first is that we have explicitly obtained the physical wave-functions for N = 2, 3,
and have studied their features. We considered the cases with and without a cosmological
constant, and explicitly wrote down and solved the set of the partial differential equations
representing the constraints. While the cases without a cosmological constant were more
or less straightforward to solve in a standard method (was indeed previously solved for
N = 2 in [45]), the cases with a cosmological constant set a new challenge. In order
to solve them, we solved on a Z2 (Z3)-symmetric subspace in the configuration space for
N = 2 (N = 3, resp.) and then extended the solution over the whole space for N = 2.
Remarkably, the solutions in both the cases with and without a cosmological constant
turned out to have the same form when expressed with some functions in which all the
effects of the cosmological constant are included. This actually hints that the inclusion
of the cosmological constant does not change the structure of the system and tickles our
intuition that this can be true even for higher-N tensor models. In order to investigate
this issue we went through a different path in the last sections.
Since we did not assume any boundary (or initial) conditions, the solutions contain
undetermined functions. However, we were able to study the possible locations of the peaks
of the wave-functions, which would be physically interpreted as enhanced configurations.
We have found that, for N = 3 with no cosmological constant, the configurations invariant
under an SO(2) symmetry as well as those associated to a Grassmann algebra (this also
appears for N = 2) can be enhanced. Moreover, the intersecting points of these two cases
have additionally a Lorentz boost symmetry. While the SO(2) and Lorentz boost transfor-
mations commute with each other for N = 3, and thereby do not give rise to any interesting
pictures, we expect more non-trivial phenomena to arise in higher-N tensor models.
The second is that we have systematically constructed some series of solutions valid
for any N from the perspective of statistical systems on random networks, or random
tensor networks. It was noticed that the canonical tensor model shares some resemblances
with the statistical systems on random networks, where the Hamiltonian vector flow of
the canonical tensor model corresponds to the renormalisation group flow of the statistical
system [47]. The “grand-type” partition function of the statistical system (5.1) satisfies the
momentum constraints of the tensor model. However, it doesn’t satisfy the Hamiltonian
constraints. This was cured by integrating the “grand-type” partition function in a scale-
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free manner, which provided a physical wave-function of the canonical tensor model with
no cosmological constant. This is a remarkable achievement, as it gives a series of solutions
valid for any N . An important fact noted in the analysis is that the solutions constructed
in this manner are dynamical at least for N ≥ 3. An interesting connection between the
“grand-type” partition function and an extension of Airy function was also noticed by
transforming the integration variables.
The above process of constructing physical wave-functions was simplified and gener-
alized. We have constructed more general solutions valid for any N and no cosmological
constant in terms of simpler expressions with integration over an N -component vector.
These solutions are dynamical at least for N ≥ 3 as above. A similar process of con-
structing wave-functions for no cosmological constant has been performed in the conjugate
(momentum) representation. However, these solutions turned out to be kinematical. Then
we also considered integration over matrix and tensor variables, and found a new dynam-
ical solution as well as kinematical solutions. We pointed out that, though kinematical
solutions might be of less physical interest than dynamical ones, the former can extend the
variations of the latter with continuous parameters.
The third is that we have performed a general analysis of the wave-functions in the
momentum representation for the cases with a cosmological constant. We started with the
similar assumptions about the forms of wave-functions and solved the constraint equations.
Remarkably, the solutions for N = m with a cosmological constant turned out to be
obtained by restricting the domains of the solutions for N = m + 1 with no cosmological
constant. Then we have proven a general theorem that the latter can always generate the
former by such restriction. This suggests that the effect of the cosmological constant can
be absorbed into the dynamics of the tensor model with increased N . This is somewhat like
in general relativity, where a de Sitter background (maybe arising due to a cosmological
constant) can be studied by embedding it in a flat space-time of one higher dimension.
This property is also true for more general solutions.
It is now evident that there exist at least some tractable solutions valid for any N in
the canonical tensor model, though the quantized constraints on physical states are non-
linear and complicated. It would be an interesting question how further we can proceed:
is it possible to write down all the solutions in some tractable manners? On the other
hand, from the physical point of view, it would rather be important to obtain a unique
physical state which satisfies a physically required initial condition. Then, one can discuss
not only the possibilities but the real configurations which become the peaks of the wave-
function. This will inevitably be related with the space-time emergence in the canonical
tensor model, and as explicitly shown for N = 3, there would be symmetry enhancement,
which would be related with why the universe is a homogenous space-time with various
gauge symmetries. This enhancement would also suggest possible connections between
the canonical tensor model and the group field theories [20–35], in which Lie groups are
embedded as input structures. Then, what is the initial condition? This question would
also be tightly related to what is time in the canonical tensor model, which contains no
preferred time variable in its basic formulation. Finally, the discussions on a cosmological
constant in this paper strongly suggests that it can totally be ignored. This would be a
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really interesting possibility in view of the so-called cosmological constant problem, and
we hope to complete the discussions in future study.
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